Syllabus
ENVS 595 – Department Colloquium: Invited Speakers Series

Instructor: Staff

1 credit unit
Date and time: Monday 3:00 – 4:00 PM
Location: Marley 230

Course Description: This is a graduate-level course consisting of presentations by diverse speakers on a range of topics.

This course is restricted to graduate students in Soil, Water and Environmental Science.

Course Requirements and Evaluation: Attend every Monday lecture. These lectures are scheduled once a week or once every other week throughout the semester. A schedule will be sent out at the beginning of each semester.

Spring semester only: Must attend and present at SWESx during EarthWeek

Pass-Fail Grading. Students must attend at all sessions and submit a critical summary of each talk to receive a grade of P.

Course Learning Objectives:
- Hone oral presentation skills by observing professional scientists
- Learn the breadth of environmental science by established practitioners
- Improve critical writing